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1. How did you get involved in the ETC Group? 

I’ve been with the ETC Group for about 11 years now, previously I worked with Greenpeace                

International. I was a campaigner around issues on genetic engineering technologies. My            

background is on the impact of technologies particularly on society and the environment. That’s              

very much what ETC Group does, we track the emerging technologies and their impact,              

particularly on, human rights and ecological issues on biodiversity and so forth.  

2. Can you tell us what the position of the ETC Group is?  

Sure, we are pretty against! We don’t believe it’s a direction we should take, we would like to                  

see an international ban of geoengineering technologies being deployed and ocean iron            

fertilization falls squarely to that. 

3. In 2010, ETC Group published “Geopiracy: The Case against Geoengineering.” Can you             

tell to us how the ETC Group defines geoengineering and why the ETC Group rather               

calls it ‘Geopiracy’? 

We define geoengineering as it is largely defined, as large scale intervention in the planetary               

system. We talk about in terms of geopiracy because one of the things of geoengineering               

technologies provide high leverage, they allow a small number of people to exercise power on a                

large system and a large number of people as a result. What we are seeing with geoengineering                 

is a small number of people, whether they are military associated or a sort of northern policy                 

makers who want to exercise control over something that should be a commons over the               

climate and that’s sort of grabbing piracy of the commons is unacceptable. We really feel that                

there is a deep justice question that plays when you try to engineer the entire planet.  

4. Ocean Iron Fertilization is one of the three areas of geoengineering that focuses on               

greenhouse gas removal and sequestration. Can you explain to us how this technique             

came about and how it pretends to mitigate climate change? 

The history of Ocean Iron Fertilization goes back to the 1980s and oceanographer John Martin               

who realized that there were parts of the ocean that were low in iron, and that if you add small                    

amounts of iron in the oceans you would get plankton bloom and he theorized that if you were                  

to stimulate plankton blooms in those areas the resulted plankton would use so much CO2 that                

would change the climate and he very famously said “Give me half a tanker of iron and I will start                    

the next ice age”. That led to a series of experiments where governments and oceanographers               

were looking whether this was true. Over a period of 10 - 15 years after conducting plenty of                  

small scale experiments it became really clear that it was way more complicated, it probably               

doesn’t work and that there were very serious risks to the oceans from doing these.               

However at the same time you had a small group of ‘’true believer’’ commercial entities who               

realized that this would be the easiest way to create carbon credits if this was to be accepted. 
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5. Can you talk to us about what is meant when ETC Group talks on the concern of                  

“scientific hubris” and the relationship between different actors  such as          

Governments, NGOs and civil society when framing Ocean Iron Fertilization discourse? 

In a number of the new technologies that we watch such as geoengineering there is an obvious                 

tremendous confidence from the engineers that they are going to be able to manage this very                

complex technologies and the fact they don't feel the need to discuss with the rest of the                 

society about the effects. In this sense the ‘’hubris’’ is exactly the belief and the confidence to                 

be able to control such a complex system such as the ocean and the climate and that you are                   

entitled to do so. 

6. According to the ETC Group, why should Ocean Iron Fertilization be banned? 

The reason why geoengineering and ocean iron fertilization in particular should be banned is              

because its an inappropriate response to the environmental crisis that we face. It will give more                

and more power to a small number of rich countries who ultimately will not use that power to                  

the benefit of the poor and the weak. Geoengineering is a solution that suits more those who                 

want to pollute more. It also is a very risky thing to do, you are gambling with the entire planet                    

and all the environmental functions, you are gambling with matters of national security. Its very               

dangerous pathway to follow. 

7. The 2013 Fifth IPCC Report Summary for Policymakers states the following when it              

comes to Geoengineering and Ocean Iron Fertilization: 

 

“Carbon Dioxide Removal methods have biogeochemical and technological limitations         

to their potential on a global scale. There is insufficient knowledge to quantify how              

much CO2 emissions could be partially offset by CDR on a century timescale. CDR and               

Solar Radiation Management methods carry side effects and long-term consequences          

on a global scale.”  

In fact, in the news article of September 2013 “Concern as IPCC Bangs the Drum for                

Geoengineering,” you say the following: 

"We are beginning to hear a drumbeat where geoengineering advocates will use the             
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IPCC’s reports to press for geoengineering experimentation and, eventually,         

deployment."  

"The actual sentences about geoengineering in the IPCC report matter less than the             

fact that they are there at all. They will be repeatedly referenced, lending legitimacy              

and respectability to a set of suggestions that were previously considered           

unacceptable and should remain so.”  

Can you tell us why this is unacceptable and what weight the IPCC carries in terms of                 

making decisions on Ocean Iron Fertilization? 

The IPCC is the authoritative scientific body on climate issues certainly on the UNFCCC              

negotiations. It has touched geoengineering in the past and it has been always inappropriately              

dismissive on that. What’s going on is that there are also small groups of scientific advocates, in                 

particular northern scientists and think tanks pushing hard to try and change the consensus on               

the acceptance of the geoengineering experimentations and they are doing that by trying to              

get authoritative scientific groups to speak out, at this point, in support of geoengineering              

research. So the IPCC is a part of that project in a way, the IPCC is in a sense trying to normalize                      

the idea that geoengineering research and open air experimentation is a normal thing. At the               

convention biological diversity the norm as agreed by 193 nations is not to move to open air                 

experimentation unless there are a whole set of things that are met. In the particular area of                 

Ocean Iron Fertilization there have been open air experiments which have been largely             

unsuccessful. The debate there is to move to large scale open air experiments because at the                

end all geoengineering is about large scale. 

8. You are in Canada, can you tell us more about the context of the experiment and if                  

there was success in stopping it? 

Within the area of OIF there have been a few private companies which have tried to move                 

ahead with OIF. One of them was a company named Planktos, which 6 years ago tried to do a                   

large dump of iron off the coast of the Galapagos islands and they were stopped by a coalition                  

of civil society groups and the Government. The individual associated with is a businessman              

called Russ George and he then wanted to do a large ocean experiment and so he was able to                   

work with individuals in the island of Haida Gwaii, which is off the West coast of Canada and it’s                   

an island which is an indigenous island.  

He worked with people from one village and managed to convince them to give him US 2.5m$                 

to carry out the ocean experiment. The way he did it was that he claimed that this would be a                    

way to bring back salmon, so they set up a company named the Haida Salmon Restoration                

Corporation and they convinced the villagers that this would be a successful way of bringing               

back salmon, because among the indigenous groups in the west coast of Canada is a very big                 

issue.  

The Environment Canada the agency responsible, learned about this and they told that he could               
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not go ahead without a permit but they claimed that they had sovereignty and they just went                 

ahead and dropped 110 tons of iron into the ocean. And it seems that there was a plankton                  

bloom that resulted, it is unclear how much plankton they got from that anyway because there                

are plankton blooms on that time of the year at that place anyway but of course he claimed it                   

was a success.  

The ETC group learned about it through a leak out of government when we were in meetings in                  

India. Very quickly we established with allies on Haida Gwaii the council the “Haida Nation” which                

is the alternative government you can say of Haida Gwaii and we were told that this was the                  

case, that there had been a dump of iron in the ocean. Even though it was presented as Haida                   

project it really wasn’t it was a very small group within a village which had been convinced to                  

give him the money.  

It then became a public controversy, we brought the attention of the media. Eventually Ross               

George himself was pushed out of the company. The company was saying that they were not                

going to do another dump, meanwhile they are fighting legal cases with the Canadian              

Government and they just lost one. What this story showed clearly is that with this               

technologies, is that a very small group of people eve a few people could carry out under the                  

radar such kind of experiments. 

9. Can you tell us more about the H.O.M.E. campaign and what actions they are taking                

in order to build support against Ocean Iron Fertilization? How successful has it been?              

http://www.handsoffmotherearth.org/  

In 2010 following the collapse of the Copenhagen Climate Change Convention there was a large               

gathering in Bolivia which was a gathering of indigenous people, civil society and governments              

and in that conference the H.O.M.E campaign was launched. One of the outcomes of that               

meeting was a very strong declaration against geoengineering as a false solution to the climate               

crisis. The H.O.M.E campaign has been really just a number of organizations and individuals              

speaking out that they do not support open air experiments. It in parts of the H.O.M.E                

campaign that lead to the decision in Nagoya in 2010 by the Convention of Biodiversity for a                 

moratorium for geoengineering, so there was a de facto moratorium in ocean iron fertilization              

and that got expanded by the governments of the CBD to be across all geoengineering               

technologies.  

10. Pat Mooney, co-founder and executive Director of ETC Group came to speak to              

Paris in October 2013 together with Clive Hamilton to a conference organized by             

Fondation Sciences Citoyennes. We attended the Conference and he talked about two            

problems. The first is that the mere existence of geoengineering as plan B actually              

disincentivizes reductions of CO2 emission. Would you agree to that or add something             

different? 
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It is also called the moral hazards argument around geoengineering. If its thought to be even                

slightly credible that we can just geo-engineer our way out of the problem then that takes away                 

political will and ultimately capital from really addressing the problem. It is not insignificant that               

groups that are pushing harder for geoengineering in places such as Washington but also              

Brussels are the same right wing think tanks which were saying that climate change does not                

exist.  

They now have done some kind of pivot by saying that we need or make this extreme response                  

towards climate change and geoengineering the whole climate, that is because they do not              

want a reduction in emissions and changes in the energy system or agriculture. The second               

driver for geoengineering which is less acknowledged is the military. They have been very active               

in weather modification in the until 70s to the extent which led to the international Edmont                

Treaty. The ability to exercise a large scale weather modification is a perfect weapon, so the                

military cannot say that they are interested in weather modification but it is more convenient               

for them to get out and say that they are interested in climate change and support in this way                   

geoengineering. 

11. When you are talking about the military, who do you refer to? 

Particularly the US, there is a lot of current discussion around geoengineering very much drive               

from Lawrence Livermore Weapons Laboratory in northern California. It’s been developed           

through large reports that seem to be associated with the military think tanks, the CIA has been                 

involved and some of the reports that have been done around this the interest not around OIF,                 

the interest is much more around sulphuring the atmosphere and trying affect solar radiation in               

the background of the debates of geoengineering. 

12. Pat Mooney mentioned the environmental modification convention (ENMOD) when          

he came to Paris for a conference. He mentioned it as the only hope and by logic,                 

geoengineering could be considered as an act of war. Would you agree with that? 

Yeah, ENMOD was signed in 1978. Actually, the parties of ENMOD have have never actually met                

but there are processes by which it can be reactivated and in this area where we are seeing an                   

increase on experimentation on geoengineering technologies which definitely entail large scale           

environmental modification I think it’s appropriate for countries to say: Could this be             

weaponized? Are there hostile intents? Hence, I believe ENMOD provides quite a good             

framework for a global governance for geoengineering. It does have language about peaceful             

uses of environmental modification but there needs to be some consideration on whether             

these are peaceful technologies.  

13. Pat set forth the example of agrofuels. He said that “The idea that politics are                

made according to ‘sound science’ and ‘evidence-based decision making’ is an illusion.”            

He said there are too many corporate and political interests in the game to change the                

course of action. Thus, he forecasted that this is what will happen to geoengineering              
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once it becomes a political controversy.  “Scientific concerns will not be able to have a               

substantial influence on decision making and furthermore, there will be such a range             

of different scientific reports, that politicians will choose what best fits them.” In your              

opinion, what would you say about this?  

Ocean iron fertilization is a great place to look at that, the results of all the studies that have                   

happened so far loudly and clearly say that this is not a technique that works, it’s not safe and                   

that this is not technique that we should follow. However there are commercial interests who               

do not want to accept that and that have been organizing to keep the debate open. In the case                   

of “Climos” which was one of the private companies which wanted to get carbon credits they                

ended up creating science venture to move ahead with open air experimentation and make that               

a norm. So they have commerce organizing science ultimately to get back to their business               

model. Again this was the same what happened with Russ George and his claim about restoring                

salmon population in Canada and managed to raise money from the indigenous people.  

Pat said there is only one hope, that is, when he talked about the Environmental               

Modification Convention. Formally known as the  Convention on the Prohibition of           

Military or Any Other Hostile Use of Environmental Modification Techniques, this           

international treaty bans weather warfare, which is the use of weather modification            

techniques for the purposes of inducing damage or destruction. By this logic, Pat said              

geoengineering could be considered an as an act of war. Would you agree? 

I think its appropriate for countries to say could this weaponized? are there hostile intent and                

hostile impact? ENMOD should come to gather and discuss these things. ENMOD actually             

provides quite a good framework of global governance for geoengineering. It does have             

 language within ENMOD about peace use of environmental modification but there should be             

determination whether these are peaceful technologies. 

14. Proponents argue that geoengineering might be undesirable but necessary to           

achieve the 2 degrees scenario. What would you respond? In your opinion then, what is               

the best way to fight climate change? 

One thing it must be recognized is that countries that want to move on with geoengineering                

where they have recognized the climate change issues we see that they are not even doing the                 

things that have agreed on. They are not decarbonising their energy systems, they are not               

reducing their GHG emissions and in no way they are not meeting their obligations. But there                

are other place that we can consider such agriculture systems where a lot of carbon can be                 

reduced by those. If we look at agro ecological systems of growing food, they are very low                 

carbon, they are very sustainable and they provide large amounts of food in fact over 70% of                 

people in the world are fed by those systems. If you want to have a large scale project that                   

tackle climate change reorganizing our agricultural economies and dismantling industrial          

agriculture is realistically a very feasible way to tackle climate change. 
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15. In an article published by The Ecologist in 2009, you said the following: “Right now                

(Geoengineers) are preparing to wheel the planet-as-patient into the emergency ward           

and are not very interested in broader societal permission.” Would you say society has              

been able to raise a voice compared to 2009 concerning Ocean Iron Fertilization? 

The geoengineers will say yes, geoengineering is a terrible cure yet we have diseases for which                

we have to use terrible cures such as cancer that you have to cure with chemotherapies etc. I                  

think this a terrible argument to make, it is not up to engineers to say that they are the doctors                    

and to cure without an agreement and frankly I am not sure we can trust them to be particularly                   

good doctors. The idea that they are going to give us the medicine and that we are going to                   

accept it is a problematic argument.  

 

16: Would you go so far as to say they are playing god? 

They often play business, they try to keep certain financial arrangements going or as I was                

saying earlier they are driven by military interests.  

17. The next COP is in Paris. Are you optimistic? 

For me something different would be responsibility and justice to be included in the new               

agreement. The governments of the North, the US, Canada, UK etc. would be interested in               

drafting a new agreement which basically would take them off the hook of their historic               

commitments and allows them to apply technological fixes in place of real action and that’s not                

just geoengineering but also biofuels and CCS. So I worry that the opportunity for a different                

kind of agreement will be hijacked and geoengineering will be part of that. 

18. Any final message for the public? 

I would just say that the common sense response when hearing about geoengineering and OIF               

is that it’s a crazy mad idea. What’s going on at the moment is building sophisticated arguments                 

for common sense but people know how to address climate change and how they should deal                

with these crises and geoengineering is not part of the picture. 
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